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MEDICO HISTORICAL INFORMATION FROM
NON-MEDICAL SOURCES
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ABSTRACT

History of medicine is gaining much importance since 1905 in

European countriesjbut in India due importance to it is still lacking in

medical education. For the reconstruction of history of medicine in

India, apart from medical literatura which is primary source. other

sources are to be explored. In India hygienic principles were inter-

twined with religious rites or vows <;0 that they are followed strictlv.

There are several practices in the tradition. in the mode of living of

people which differ from those laid down in medical classics. But

in certain respects it is found that the principl es laid down in religious

literatlHe i.e , dharmasastra and medical literature and the actual
practices in vogue till recent times differ. The reasons for these

developments or changes are to be explained for which study of

non-medical sour ces may prove very useful. Sociological. political.

economical and other aspects of medical history-all these sources

require to be studied deeply with medico-historical interest. These
non-medical sources include secular literature. scientific and other

non-medical literature. archaeological and epigraphical remains.
archives and travelogues and also oral history for the recent past or

current history.

History of medicine as a special subject appears to be not getting its
due importance and recognition in India in the field of medical education.
In 1905. the Leipzig Institute of History of Medicine was founded by Karl
Sudhoff in Germany and since then one country after another developed
similar Institutions. As early as 1944, Prof. H. E. Sigerist. the then
Director of the Johns Hopkins Institute of History of Medicine stressed
the need for a medico-historical institution and studies in lndia.!

Indian tradition. culture and the philosophical background of living
do not lay much stress on the individual and worldly pleasures.
Happiness was the goal rather than the worldly pleasures. The arts and
sciences of ancient India. which were in their highly developed state
among the world. had a common feature with regard to the purpose of
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the study of that particular science or art. The ultimate aim of the study
of almost all the branches of learning was the attainment of salvation of
the soul. Whether it is mathematics or music, astronomy or poetics,
medicine or dance-the purpose of sincere study was only to lead onself
to the highest qoal of man-the last of the four purusarthas (objectives)
i.e.. rnoksa (salvation). It appears that due to this strong notion embe-
dded in Indian culture and tradition the historical. political, sociological.
or biographical details and other related aspects required for historical
studies were completely lacking or were not given much importance.

Indian Medicine. the science of life in India-Ayurveda is now
gaining an important status and has become a subject of study in many
foreign countries Enquiries are pouring in on several aspects of medical
history and Ayurveda. It is for the practitioners of all systems of
medicine particularly of Ayurveda in India and medical and also non-
medical scholars to make efforts to collect the source material for the
reconstruction of history of medicine in India. This is not only necessary
for the development of history of medicine in particular but it is also
necessary for the development of Ayurveda and the welfare of mankind
in general.

The basic source for history of medicine in India is medical literature.
Apart from medical literature there are certain non-medical fields from
which material for medical history can be culled. This is very valuable
and useful for study and confirmation by comparison with the material
found in medical sources and for collecting additional material. Non-
medical literature-both religious and secular-like poems. Puranas and
scientific literature in Sanskrit and other regional languages and epiqr a-
phical and archaeological remains also play an important role. There are
also possibilities of getting valuable historical information from archival
records and travelogues. Oral history is also very important for the
medical history of the recent past and current history.

NON-MEDICAL LITERATURE
The scope of medical history is very large and extensive. Apart from

the physicians, diseases and treatment there are several other aspects
which form part of this subject. The social status of physicians. the
sociological aspects of patients and physicians and their mutual relation-
ship. the economical conditions of the patients and physicians and other
such related matters also form pert of the study. This aspect has been
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completely neglected in India. The study of Vedas, Purauas, ltihasas.
belles lettres and other literature including scientific literature with a
view to collect references which allude to medical as well as medico-
social, political and economical aspects is very essential.

In Vedas, Hamavana and Mahabhiirata we find references to military
surgeons accompanying the army to the battle field to attend on the
wounded soldiers, which can be compared with medical literature. One
relevant passage in Mahiibhiiratii runs thus:

"Sanjava continued: Then there came unto him some surgeons well
trained (in their science) and skilled in plucking out arrows, with all
becoming appliances (of their profession). Beholding them, the son of
Ganqa said unto thy son, 'Let these physicians, after proper respect being
paid to them, be dismissed with presents of wealth. Brought to such a
plight, what need have I now of physicians? I have won the most
laudable and the highest state ordained In k~atriya observances! Ye
kings, lying as I do on a bed of arrows, it is not proper for me to submit
now to the treatment of physicians. With these arrows on my body, ye
rulers of men, should I be burnt!' Hearing these words of his, thy son
Duryodhana dismissed those physicians, having honoured them as they
deserved">.

In medical classics there are chapters on messengers and the prognosis
is described based on the time, direction etc of the messenger. This
suggests that the physicians were called to the house of the patients
unlike the present day practice where patients are taken to the doctor's
place. Till recently this was the practice in India. One of the giithas
in Gathasaptasati of Hala mentions an interesting episode. A housewife
was in love with a physician. She was taken to the house of the
physician with the approval of her husband on her pretext of her being
bitten by a scorpion". Does this suggest that patients were taken to the
house of doctors also ? If more information is traced it may be helpful
to decide whether these two types of practices were in vogue or was
th are any change in batwsen when the status of physicians was elevated
and patients were asked to be taken to his place. This episode also
suggests that toxicology was well developed. The lady bitten by a
scorpion was taken to the physician and not to a mantr ika, a person who
cures by charms.
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It may be interesting to know how the physicians used to dress
themselves and how they used to carry medicines and surgical instruments.
After studying number of Telugu kavvas (poems) a small interestinq
description of physician could be traced in Paramayogivilasamu. TalJapaka
TiruveI'lgadaniitha of 16 century AD. wrote the work Paramayogiviliisamu
in dvipada metre which was meant for the common folk. This work
describes the physician as follows:

"The physician was holding a bag of medicines under his armpit, was
wearing a fine cloth over his shoulders; he placed cotton in the ears, put
on a turban on the head and had a ring of an alloy of five metals. had the
mark urdhvapundra on the forehead, had (dry fruits of) chebulic
myrobalan; the book of Bahata was half appearing in his hand through
the upper cloth; he was murmuring the qunapat ha (materia medica) in
himself and was looking around for herbs."4

This shows apart from the other aspects that the book Bahat a was
very popular and was used as a day-to-day consulting book or as a
manual by the practitioners. The placing of cotton in the ears does not
appear to have been prescribed by Ayurvedic texts. But the holding of
myrobalans in the hand certifies the practical usaqs and utility of haritak i
by the physicians as mentioned in Ayurvedic texts. If any picture N

illustration of a physician is found in any manuscript it would be still more
interesting. In European countries illustrations are found showing the
attire of physicians in different centuries in different countries. Collection
of such information and also materials like boxes made of wood, metal
or silver and also bags which were used by famous physicians to carry
medicines from the descendants of well-known Ayurvedic physicians will
be very interesting for medical history.

Religious and secular literature contain considerable material pertain-
ing to hygiene under the pretext of some religious vows, practices or
rites. The hygienic principles were always intertwined with religious
code to make the people follow the rules strictly. Several aspects of
dinacarya and rtucarya, treatment of diseases by medical and surgical
methods are also available in religious works. The rules regarding
brushing the teeth, taking b ath. taking food. fasting on certain days and
months, restrictions on sexual behaviour etc-all these have hygienic
background. The principles of hygiene and public health involved are to
be made known after keen study. Fasting on certain days, taking one
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time meal during certain days or months and taking certain special items
such as nimba (Azadirachta indica) flowers with mango and other items
on the new year day in South India are to be observed keenly for their
hygienic and medical importance and also preventive aspect, if any. Use
of various flowers and herbs or leaves in different occasions like Vina-
yakacaturthi may also have some medicinal value. The subject of sadacara
in medical classics, which is a sort of mental hygiene also finds place in
religious literature. Though the reasons and purpose may be specified
as attainment of virtue or svarga (heaven) we have to reveal their
practical or medicinal utility. There are differences among the actual
practice in tradition and the rules found in Ayurveda and dharrnasastra in
some aspects. For brushing teeth, sticks of nimba (Azadirachta indica)
and babbula (Acacia arabica) are preferred throughout India in traditional
practice. But in Ayurvedic classics these do not find place in the trees
recommended directly. Though the general recommendation that sticks
of trees of ka~aya, katu and tikta taste are preferable includes aimbe and
bebbss!«, it is difficult to explain the absence of direct mention of these
two and in the same way of the absence of the usage of the recommended
herbs in practice. Study of non-medical literature and other sources
may lead to give some explanation.

The tradition known and practised among the scholars and orthodox
elite of the recent past was to take bath with cold water preferably in a
source of water like river and tank before sunrise. But if the acts to be
performed from getting up from sleep to bath, as mentioned in the daily
regimen of Ayurvedic texts are perused, it appears that bath could be had
only after sunrise. Hatharatnavah of Srlnivasa and Srvasarnhita prohibit
bath in the early morning, whereas Dharrnasastras prescribe bath before
sunrise." These contrary views require to be studied to know the reasons
and the developments that led to such changes in the tradition and reli-
gious and medical injunctions.

In Bhojaprabandha of Ballala, reference is found to mohectime,
sendhenekeren; and sanjlvani in the context of cranial operation of Bhoja.
Kurnarasarnbhava of Kalidas a refers to herbs in Himalaya which emit light
during night. There are several such instances. Above all the famous
sacred soma is there in Vedic literature. WilY all these herbs or drugs
do not find place in Ayurvedic classics? Were they merely imaginary?
Does it suggest that the link between religious and secular literature and
the actual pratices was lost in the course of history?
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In ancient India several other sciences like astronomy, botony
architecture and town planning flourished wherefrom material related to
medical science can be gathered. Vrksavurve da is also considered as a
part of medical science and this may yield information on the cultivation
of medicinal herbs and also making the plants to bear flowers and fruits
during seasons in which they normally do not bear flowers or fruits.
Emperor Asoka ordered for the cultivation of herbs in places where they
were not available" Similarly architecture and town planning may
contain details of the construction of hospitals and the then prevalent
methods and measures of public health in the construction of drains,
baths. well ventilated houses, palaces etc.

EPIGRAPHICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES

Study of archaeological and epigraphical sources may reveal limited
material useful for medical history but that is supposed to be very valuable
due to its genuineness and also due to the possibility of deciding the date
more accurately. From inscriptions we find that Asoka estabiished
hospitals for human beings as well as animals. Apart from this the Emperor
ordered to import herbs which were not available in a place and to culti-
vate them." Some other inscriptions in Andhra mention that there was a
school of physicians called Parahita.? Probably they were experts in treat-
ing poisons and were also surgeons. We also have inscriptional evidence
to show that during Kakatiya period general and maternity hospitals were
maintained by the State for the benefit of the publics. In medical classics
any detailed descriptions are not found about the construction, mainten-
ance and organisation of hospitals. This sometimes leads scholars to come
to a conclusion that in India there were no hospitals run by the state, but
only physicians were patronised by the kings to treat the patients. There
are inscriptions which provide valuable information not only On the
existence of hospitals but also on the administration and organisation in-
cluding the financial implications involved in the maintenance of hospitals.

ARCHIVES AND TRAVELOGUES

Records pertaining to the recent centuries are preserved in Records
Offices located in places like Hvderabad. Madras, Delhi, Calcutta and
Bombay. Records in Persian are available from Moghul period or even
earlier Muslim kingdoms. A Persian record pertaining to the Bijapur
dynasty gives all allusion to the prevalence of rhinoplasty performed by
a barber.
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In ancient India foreigners came and studied in Universities like
Nalanda and travelled throughout the country. During medieval period
several European travellers came to India and they recorded their accounts
of travel in which physicians, medicinal plants, diseases and procedures
of treatment were also described. The conditions as viewed by foreigners
are more reliable and valuable than the descriptions of native persons.
Well known early travellers of China need not be mentioned. It is said
that during Vijayanagara period Ayurvedic colleges were maintained in
the kingdom and foreign students were also studying in the colleqes.!

ORAL HISTORY

Oral History is very important for recent and current history. There
are several very old physicians who might have been associated with
various medical activities in their region-either private or public or state
and details of several medico-historical activities may be collected from
them. These are to be relied upon as they may not be available in any
other sources mentioned above. Apart from medical men, persons who
were in high position politically or religiously or socially may also deliver
useful information. Such persons are to be contacted and their views
and reminiscences in the form of interviews can be .ape-recorded and
preserved. Every medical practitioner, scholar and phvsician has to
take this responsibility and collect as much information as possible for
the benefit of the future generation.
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